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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP AND WOMAN’S MARCH
The Woman’s March in the United States was an event that has never before occurred in the USA.
Many people underestimate Donald Trump. Cannabis investors would be well advised to realize that Trump has
overcome considerable adversity. Investors in the industry should be aware that this is a conservative administration.
The USA stock markets reflect an optimistic scenario under a Trump Administration. The cannabis stock market was
reported to be up by 420 investor +88%. This year it is up about +6.5%.
The question is whether the cannabis industry stock market is following the general market.
Or, is it that despite Jeff Sessions being likely appointed AG, the industry is now too mature with too much public
acceptance of marijuana?
The Trump administration appears to be very conservative in thought; probably will be in deed. Only about 27% of
Americans voted for Donald Trump. Clearly there is significant opposition to him and the new administration.
Warren Buffet believes the country will be fine with Trump. The Pope says, ‘wait and see”. We say the same.
The cannabis industry will be at the effect of Jeff Sessions, a hostile Fed and DEA, and a conservative agenda of the
Trump administration.
I cannot see where this line up is positive for the cannabis industry. The fundamental foundation of this industry is in
question, as is its ability to generate cash and attract new cash.
Industry hype continues to pound the optimistic table. Caution for pot stocks would be well advised.

